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OutlineOutline

-) Modeling the birth of quark star as a -) Modeling the birth of quark star as a 
combustion processcombustion process

-) Numerical simulations-) Numerical simulations

-) Neutrino signal estimates-) Neutrino signal estimates

-) Two families scenario-) Two families scenario



  

Combustion processCombustion process

Microphysics: “a” Microphysics: “a” 
strangeness fraction strangeness fraction 
(n.down-(n.down-
n.strange)/n.baryonsn.strange)/n.baryons

Typical time scale for u+d->u+sTypical time scale for u+d->u+s

Diffusion coefficient:Diffusion coefficient: Typical width of the Typical width of the 
combustion zone: combustion zone: 
δ∼δ∼sqrt(D sqrt(D ττ ) ) ~~ 10 10--55 cm  cm 
thus very small in thus very small in 
comparison with the comparison with the 
size of a starsize of a star

Kinetic theory approachKinetic theory approach

          Within the Witten's hypothesis (but a Within the Witten's hypothesis (but a 
similar model can be used also for hybrid similar model can be used also for hybrid 
stars), the process of conversion of a stars), the process of conversion of a 
hadronic star into a quark star can be hadronic star into a quark star can be 

treated as a combustion treated as a combustion         

  Refs: Olinto 1987, Lugones 1994, Drago 2007, Niebergal 2010, Refs: Olinto 1987, Lugones 1994, Drago 2007, Niebergal 2010, 

Herzog 2011, G.P. 2013...Herzog 2011, G.P. 2013...

Typical burning velocity: Typical burning velocity: 
vv∼∼sqrt(D/ sqrt(D/ ττ ) ) ~~ 10 104  4  cm/s cm/s 
and scale as T^(-5/6)and scale as T^(-5/6)



  

Coupling with hydrodynamicsCoupling with hydrodynamics
Ouyed 2010: 1D – no gravity – no star! Ouyed 2010: 1D – no gravity – no star! Such a calculation would be impossible in 2 Such a calculation would be impossible in 2 

or 3D which are needed to study the possible or 3D which are needed to study the possible 
occurrence of hydrodynamical instabilities.occurrence of hydrodynamical instabilities.

A similar problem when simulating type Ia A similar problem when simulating type Ia 
SN.SN.
Two possible strategies:Two possible strategies:
1) Khokhlv 1993:1) Khokhlv 1993:

K and R are rescaled to enlarge the width of K and R are rescaled to enlarge the width of 
the combustion zone over several the combustion zone over several 
computational cells. It underestimates computational cells. It underestimates 
hydro-instabilitieshydro-instabilities



  

2) Calculate the burning velocities profiles 2) Calculate the burning velocities profiles 
from the microscopic model, assume an from the microscopic model, assume an 
infinitely thin combustion layer.infinitely thin combustion layer.
Hillebrandt 1999Hillebrandt 1999

Stationary hydro, two fluids separated by a Stationary hydro, two fluids separated by a 
surface of discontinuity  surface of discontinuity  

From microscopic theoryFrom microscopic theory

Depending on the EoS of the two fluids and j one can obtain all the different Depending on the EoS of the two fluids and j one can obtain all the different 
combustion modes.combustion modes.

Several calculations (see Drago 2007) have shown that in the case of burning Several calculations (see Drago 2007) have shown that in the case of burning 
of hadronic stars, detonations are quite unlikely. The combustion proceeds as of hadronic stars, detonations are quite unlikely. The combustion proceeds as 
a deflagration.a deflagration.



  

Numerical simulations of Herzog- Roepke 2011:Numerical simulations of Herzog- Roepke 2011:

-)3+1D code used for SN type Ia -)3+1D code used for SN type Ia 
simulationssimulations
-) Newtonian dynamics + use of an -) Newtonian dynamics + use of an 
effective relativistic gravitational potential effective relativistic gravitational potential 
based on TOV (Marek 2006)based on TOV (Marek 2006)
-) assume that the combustion proceeds as -) assume that the combustion proceeds as 
a deflagrationa deflagration
-) velocity profile taken from Ouyed 2010-) velocity profile taken from Ouyed 2010
-) initial seed: a quark core of 1km which -) initial seed: a quark core of 1km which 
is perturbed with a sinusoidal perturbation is perturbed with a sinusoidal perturbation 
of amplitude 0.2 km.of amplitude 0.2 km.
-) EoS: Lattimer-Swesty + MIT bag model-) EoS: Lattimer-Swesty + MIT bag model
-) 128 or 192 grid cells in each dimension-) 128 or 192 grid cells in each dimension
 

Time needed for the partial Time needed for the partial 
conversion: conversion: few ms, burning few ms, burning 
velocities substantially increased by velocities substantially increased by 
RT- instabilities.RT- instabilities.



  

Some material, few 0.1 Msun, is Some material, few 0.1 Msun, is 
left unburnt.left unburnt.

Coll's condition for “exothermic” Coll's condition for “exothermic” 
combustion (1976), the energy density combustion (1976), the energy density 
of the fuel must be larger than the of the fuel must be larger than the 
energy density of the ashes at the energy density of the ashes at the 
same pressure p and dynamical same pressure p and dynamical 
volume Xvolume X

There is a critical density There is a critical density 
n_critn_crit for which the the  for which the the 
turbulent hydro-turbulent hydro-
conversion stopsconversion stops

The initial point lies on the The initial point lies on the 
detonation adiabat:detonation adiabat:



  

Let us consider the case of a slow Let us consider the case of a slow 
combustion (in 1+1D): Coll's combustion (in 1+1D): Coll's 
condition implies that the new condition implies that the new 
phase (quark) is produced at a phase (quark) is produced at a 
baryon density and a energy baryon density and a energy 
density smaller then the old phasedensity smaller then the old phase  
(hadronic). Inverse density (hadronic). Inverse density 
stratification: within the star the stratification: within the star the 
gravitational potential and the gravitational potential and the 
density gradient point in opposite density gradient point in opposite 
directions  directions  

The front velocity is The front velocity is 
increased by R-T instabilites increased by R-T instabilites 

Fractal dimension Fractal dimension ∆∆DD  

At densities smaller than  n_crit the At densities smaller than  n_crit the 
combustion can proceed but the quark phase is combustion can proceed but the quark phase is 
more dense than the hadronic phase. R-T more dense than the hadronic phase. R-T 
instabilities not active anymore. The instabilities not active anymore. The 
conversion velocity coincides with the laminar conversion velocity coincides with the laminar 
velocity. velocity. Diffusive regime: time scales much Diffusive regime: time scales much 
longer than the ones of the turbulent regime. longer than the ones of the turbulent regime. 



  

Modeling the diffusive regime Modeling the diffusive regime 

For different hadronic equations of For different hadronic equations of 
state n_crit state n_crit ∼∼ 0.2 0.3 fm^-3 0.2 0.3 fm^-3  
(example of massless quarks)(example of massless quarks)

Profile of a 1.5 hadronic star: Profile of a 1.5 hadronic star: 
turbulent conversion can start turbulent conversion can start 
once hyperons appear, and it once hyperons appear, and it 
will stop 2km below the surface will stop 2km below the surface 
of the star leaving 0.3 Msun of the star leaving 0.3 Msun 
which will burn during the which will burn during the 
diffusive regime.diffusive regime.



  

At fixed pressure, the minimum amount of strangeness (non-beta stable At fixed pressure, the minimum amount of strangeness (non-beta stable 
quark matter) for the process of conversion to be energetically favouredquark matter) for the process of conversion to be energetically favoured

Alford et al 2014Alford et al 2014

Within the combustion layer: diffusion and flavor changing weak Within the combustion layer: diffusion and flavor changing weak 
interactions among quarksinteractions among quarks



  

Case 1) no neutrino cooling:Case 1) no neutrino cooling:
The new phase is produced at the pressure and The new phase is produced at the pressure and 
enthalpy per baryon of the old phase: two enthalpy per baryon of the old phase: two 
equations which allow to determine the quark equations which allow to determine the quark 
chemical potential and the temperature of the chemical potential and the temperature of the 
new phasenew phase

r: position of the flame frontr: position of the flame front

r(0) r(0) ~~ 9km 9km

Time needed to complete the Time needed to complete the 
conversion of the hadronic star conversion of the hadronic star 
(upper limit since T is large), (upper limit since T is large), 
long: cooling must  be includedlong: cooling must  be included



  

Case 2): including cooling Case 2): including cooling 
… but in a very schematic … but in a very schematic 
way:way:
-) Uniform temperature, -) Uniform temperature, 
black body emission from black body emission from 
the neutrinosphere.the neutrinosphere.

Energy released by Energy released by 
the conversionthe conversion

v v ∼∼ 1/T 1/T5/6   5/6   the more material the more material 
is converted the higher the is converted the higher the 
temperature the slower the temperature the slower the 
velocity. velocity. 
Self-regulating mechanismSelf-regulating mechanism
Plateau in the neutrino Plateau in the neutrino 
luminosity (unique signature luminosity (unique signature 
for the formation of quark for the formation of quark 
stars).stars).



  

Why speculating about the Why speculating about the 
existence of  quark stars?existence of  quark stars?



  

What does a 2MWhat does a 2M
sunsun star mean? star mean?

““Standard” neutron Standard” neutron 
stars, just nucleons and stars, just nucleons and 
electrons.electrons.

Microscopic calculation: nucleon nucleon Microscopic calculation: nucleon nucleon 
potential and three body forces (Baldo et al 2013)potential and three body forces (Baldo et al 2013)

Baldo et al 2013Baldo et al 2013

RMF

Central baryon densities Central baryon densities 
of a of a 2M2M

sun sun star star 3-7 times 3-7 times 

nuclear saturation nuclear saturation 
density. Are there really density. Are there really 
just nucleons? Hyperons just nucleons? Hyperons 
& & ∆∆  ? ?  



  

Hyperons puzzle (see talk of Hyperons puzzle (see talk of 
Francesco and Domenico)Francesco and Domenico)

What about delta resonances?What about delta resonances?



  

Symmetry energy: the L parameterSymmetry energy: the L parameter

Symmetry energy and its density Symmetry energy and its density 
derivativederivative

Lattimer et al 2013Lattimer et al 2013

Within the old Glendenning mean field parametrizations it was not possible to include this Within the old Glendenning mean field parametrizations it was not possible to include this 
parameter as an additional constraint on nuclear matterparameter as an additional constraint on nuclear matter

Only SOnly S
vv could be  could be 

fixed through fixed through ggρρ  

Horowitz et al 2013Horowitz et al 2013



  

… … it turns out that in the GM1-2-3 parametrizations L it turns out that in the GM1-2-3 parametrizations L ~ 80 MeV thus ~ 80 MeV thus 
higher than the values indicated by the recent analysis of Lattimer & higher than the values indicated by the recent analysis of Lattimer & 
Lim.Lim.

Baryons thresholds equation:Baryons thresholds equation:

Disfavours the appearance of particles, such as Disfavours the appearance of particles, such as 
∆∆−− , with negative isospin charge.  , with negative isospin charge. ∆∆−− could form  could form 
in beta-stable matter only if gin beta-stable matter only if gρρ is set =0  is set =0 

(Glendenning 1984).(Glendenning 1984).

ggρρ=0=0

ggρρ≠≠00

∆∆−− easier to form in RHF calculations  easier to form in RHF calculations 
(see Huber et al 1998) due to the smaller (see Huber et al 1998) due to the smaller 
value of value of ggρρ



  

A toy model: introduce a A toy model: introduce a 
density dependence of gdensity dependence of gρρ  
within the GM3 model within the GM3 model 
(density dependence as in (density dependence as in 
Typel et al 2009)Typel et al 2009)

The additional parameter “a” The additional parameter “a” 
allow to fix L.  Coupling ratios allow to fix L.  Coupling ratios 
=1 for =1 for ∆∆, for hyperons potential , for hyperons potential 
depths and flavor symmetry depths and flavor symmetry 
(Schaffner 2000).(Schaffner 2000).
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Different behaviour of the hyperons and Different behaviour of the hyperons and ∆∆ thresholds as functions of L: thresholds as functions of L:

Punch line: for the range of L indicated by Lattimer & Lim, Punch line: for the range of L indicated by Lattimer & Lim, ∆∆ appear  appear 
already at 2-3 saturation density, thus comparable to the density of already at 2-3 saturation density, thus comparable to the density of 
appearance of hyperons. If appearance of hyperons. If ∆∆ form before hyperons, hyperons are  form before hyperons, hyperons are 
shifted to higher densities (w.r.t. the case of no shifted to higher densities (w.r.t. the case of no ∆∆))



  

The recent SFHo model (Steiner et al 2013): The recent SFHo model (Steiner et al 2013): 
additional terms added to better exploit the additional terms added to better exploit the 
experimental informationexperimental information Steiner et al 2005Steiner et al 2005

Introducing both Introducing both 
hyperons and hyperons and ∆∆ in the  in the 
SFHo model:  SFHo model:  ∆ ∆ appear appear 
before hyperons even in before hyperons even in 
the case of xthe case of xωω∆∆ >1.  >1. 



  

Maximum mass and Maximum mass and 
radii: the maximum radii: the maximum 
mass is significantly mass is significantly 
smaller than the smaller than the 
measured ones. Also, measured ones. Also, 
very compact stellar very compact stellar 
configurations are configurations are 
possible. possible. 

Punchline/?: beside the “hyperon puzzle” is there also a Punchline/?: beside the “hyperon puzzle” is there also a 
“delta isobars puzzle”?“delta isobars puzzle”?

See also:See also:

(Schurhoff, Dexheimer, (Schurhoff, Dexheimer, 
Schramm 2010)Schramm 2010)



  

Stars containing quark matter? Stars containing quark matter? 

Alford et al Nature 2006Alford et al Nature 2006 Kurkela et al 2010Kurkela et al 2010

Before the discoveries of the two 2MBefore the discoveries of the two 2M
sunsun stars!! stars!!

pQCD calculations: pQCD calculations: “ … equations of state including quark matter lead to “ … equations of state including quark matter lead to 
hybrid star masses up to 2Ms, in agreement with current observations. hybrid star masses up to 2Ms, in agreement with current observations. 
For strange stars, we find maximal masses of 2.75Ms and conclude that For strange stars, we find maximal masses of 2.75Ms and conclude that 
confirmed observations of compact stars with confirmed observations of compact stars with M > 2Ms would strongly M > 2Ms would strongly 
favor the existence of stable strange quark matterfavor the existence of stable strange quark matter””



  

Recent radii measurementsRecent radii measurements

Guillot et al. ApJ772(2013)7Guillot et al. ApJ772(2013)7 Lattimer and Steiner 1305.3242Lattimer and Steiner 1305.3242



  

R=9.1R=9.1±±1.3 km. Updated to 1.3 km. Updated to 
9.49.4±±1.2 (September 2014)1.2 (September 2014)

Wiringa et al 1988, nice, but:Wiringa et al 1988, nice, but:

Tension between differentTension between different
  measuremets:                            high masses  → stiff equation of state             measuremets:                            high masses  → stiff equation of state             
                                                     small radii   → soft equation of state                                                                   small radii   → soft equation of state              
                                                                           → large central densities                                                                           → large central densities
                                                                            →                                                                             → formation of new particles formation of new particles 

It violates It violates 
causalitycausality

Only nucleons up to very large densities. Only nucleons up to very large densities. 
Similarly for AP4Similarly for AP4



  

Drago, Lavagno, G.P. 2013 Drago, Lavagno, G.P. 2013 

Two families of compact stars: Two families of compact stars: 
1) low mass (up to 1) low mass (up to ~~1.5 Msun) and small radii (down to 9-10km) 1.5 Msun) and small radii (down to 9-10km) 
stars are hadronic stars (containing nucleons, stars are hadronic stars (containing nucleons, ∆∆  and hyperons and hyperons) ) 
and they are metastableand they are metastable
2) high mass and large radii stars are strange stars (strange 2) high mass and large radii stars are strange stars (strange 
matter is absolutely stable (Bodmer-Witten hyp.))matter is absolutely stable (Bodmer-Witten hyp.))

Results from RMF models for Results from RMF models for 
hadronic matter and simple hadronic matter and simple 
parametrizations for quark parametrizations for quark 
matermater

Two families of compact stars: Berezhiani et al 2003 Berezhiani et al 2003 



  

Why conversion Why conversion 
should then occur?should then occur?
Quark stars are more Quark stars are more 
bound: at a fixed bound: at a fixed 
total  baryon number total  baryon number 
they have a smaller they have a smaller 
gravitational mass gravitational mass 
wrt hadronic starswrt hadronic stars



  

ConclusionsConclusions

-) The conversion of an hadronic star into a quark star proceeds via two steps: -) The conversion of an hadronic star into a quark star proceeds via two steps: 
turbulent regime (time scale ms) – diffusive regime (few s) turbulent regime (time scale ms) – diffusive regime (few s) 

-) Burst of neutrinos with a prolongued tail-) Burst of neutrinos with a prolongued tail

-) New masses and radii measurements challenge nuclear physics: tension -) New masses and radii measurements challenge nuclear physics: tension 
between high mass and small radii. A 2.4 Mbetween high mass and small radii. A 2.4 M

sunsun candidate already exists. candidate already exists.

-) LOFT and NICER missions, with a precision of 1km in radii measurements, -) LOFT and NICER missions, with a precision of 1km in radii measurements, 
could hopefully solve the problemcould hopefully solve the problem

-) Possible existence of two families of compact stars (high mass – quark stars, -) Possible existence of two families of compact stars (high mass – quark stars, 
low mass – hadronic stars). Rich phenomenolgy: cooling, frequency low mass – hadronic stars). Rich phenomenolgy: cooling, frequency 
distributions, explosive events, quark stars are the necessary compact remnant distributions, explosive events, quark stars are the necessary compact remnant 
formed during NS mergers (if a BH is not formed promptly).formed during NS mergers (if a BH is not formed promptly).



  

Appendix



  

This allows to constrain This allows to constrain 
the free parameters the free parameters 
within the RMF model. within the RMF model. 
Notice: Notice: coupling with coupling with ωω   
mesons suppressed wrt mesons suppressed wrt 
the coupling with the the coupling with the σσ   
mesonmeson. The . The 
coupling(ratio) with the coupling(ratio) with the ρρ   
meson fixed to 1.  meson fixed to 1.    

Implications for compact stars ?Implications for compact stars ?



  

What prevents the conversion What prevents the conversion 
of a metastable hadronic star?of a metastable hadronic star?

A star containing only A star containing only 
nucleons and nucleons and ∆∆  cannot  cannot 
convert into a quark star convert into a quark star 
because of the lack of because of the lack of 
strangeness (need for strangeness (need for 
multipole simultaneous multipole simultaneous 
weak interactions). weak interactions). 
Only when hyperons start Only when hyperons start 
to form the conversion to form the conversion 
can take place. can take place. New minima of BE/A could appear New minima of BE/A could appear 

when increasing strangeness,  (very) when increasing strangeness,  (very) 
strange hypernucleistrange hypernuclei (Schaffner-Bielich- Gal 2000) (Schaffner-Bielich- Gal 2000)



  

Hydro simulations to study the conversionHydro simulations to study the conversion
Input from microphysics:Input from microphysics:

1) EoS of hadronic matter & quark 1) EoS of hadronic matter & quark 
matter at finite temperature: at the matter at finite temperature: at the 
moment both beta-stable, lepton moment both beta-stable, lepton 
number not conserved :-(number not conserved :-(

2) Detonation or deflagration & 2) Detonation or deflagration & 
laminar burning velocity: at the laminar burning velocity: at the 
moment only deflagration has been moment only deflagration has been 
tested based on the results of Drago et tested based on the results of Drago et 
al 2007 where a strong deflagration al 2007 where a strong deflagration 
has been found in all the cases.has been found in all the cases.

Condition for exothermic Condition for exothermic 
combustioncombustion

3+1D code developped by 3+1D code developped by 
Hillebrandt and collaborators for Hillebrandt and collaborators for 
the study of SNIa adapted, by use of the study of SNIa adapted, by use of 
an effective relativistic potential, for an effective relativistic potential, for 
handling the large compactness of handling the large compactness of 
NSs, ( see Roepke et al A&A2005)NSs, ( see Roepke et al A&A2005)
Best resolution 10m.Best resolution 10m.



  

Within a simple Within a simple 
parametrization:parametrization:

Weissenborn et al 2011Weissenborn et al 2011

Two EoSs which provide a Two EoSs which provide a 
maximum mass of 2Mmaximum mass of 2M

sunsun

E/A=930 MeV(set2)E/A=930 MeV(set2)

E/A=860 MeV(set1)E/A=860 MeV(set1)

Different QSs binding Different QSs binding 
energy Menergy M

BB-M-M
GG



  

Conversion of a 1.4 MConversion of a 1.4 M
sunsun  

starstar

-) Rayleigh-Taylor -) Rayleigh-Taylor 
instabilities develop and instabilities develop and 
the conversion occurs on the conversion occurs on 
time scales of ms.time scales of ms.
-) The burning stops -) The burning stops 
before the whole hadronic before the whole hadronic 
matter has converted (the matter has converted (the 
process is no more process is no more 
exothermic, about 0.5  exothermic, about 0.5  
MMsunsun  of unburned   of unburned 

material)material)
-) A succesfull conversion -) A succesfull conversion 
need a small E/A, no need a small E/A, no 
conversion is possible conversion is possible 
with set2 (the one with a with set2 (the one with a 
larger E/A=smaller larger E/A=smaller 
binding energy)binding energy)

Herzog, Roepke 2011, G.P. Herzog, Roepke 2013Herzog, Roepke 2011, G.P. Herzog, Roepke 2013



  

Temperature profiles after the combustionTemperature profiles after the combustion

The huge energy The huge energy 
released in the released in the 
burning leads to a burning leads to a 
significant heating significant heating 
of the star, few tens  of the star, few tens  
of MeV in the of MeV in the 
center.center.

Steep gradient of the Steep gradient of the 
temperaturetemperature

Since the burning occurs on time scales of the order of ms, it is Since the burning occurs on time scales of the order of ms, it is 
decoupled from the cooling (typical time scales of the order of decoupled from the cooling (typical time scales of the order of 
seconds)seconds)



  

… … is this surprising?is this surprising?

Also at finite density Also at finite density 
the quark matter the quark matter 
equation of state equation of state 
should be stiffer than should be stiffer than 
the hadronic equation the hadronic equation 
of state in which new of state in which new 
particles are produced particles are produced 
as the density increasesas the density increases

Heavy ions physics: Heavy ions physics: (Kolb & Heinz 2003)(Kolb & Heinz 2003)

Hadron resonance gas Hadron resonance gas 
p=e/6p=e/6

p=e/3 massless p=e/3 massless 
quarksquarks



  

… … more dramatic results in microscopic more dramatic results in microscopic 
calculationscalculations

Djapo, Schaefer, Wambach  2010Djapo, Schaefer, Wambach  2010

Hyperons puzzle: “Hyperons puzzle: “...the treatment of hyperons in ...the treatment of hyperons in 
neutron stars is necessary and any approach to neutron stars is necessary and any approach to 
dense matter must address this issue.dense matter must address this issue.” ” 

The solution is not just the “let's use only nucleons”The solution is not just the “let's use only nucleons”

Vidana et al 2011Vidana et al 2011

Baldo et al 1999Baldo et al 1999



  

Why conversion Why conversion 
should then occur?should then occur?
Quark stars are Quark stars are 
more bound: at a more bound: at a 
fixed total  baryon fixed total  baryon 
number they have a number they have a 
smaller smaller 
gravitational mass gravitational mass 
wrt hadronic starswrt hadronic stars



  

Temperature profiles as initial conditions for the cooling diffusion equationTemperature profiles as initial conditions for the cooling diffusion equation

Heat transport equation  due to Heat transport equation  due to 
neutrino diffusionneutrino diffusion

Assumption: quark matter is Assumption: quark matter is 
formed already in beta formed already in beta 
equilibrium, no lepton number equilibrium, no lepton number 
conservation imposed  in the conservation imposed  in the 
burning simulation, no lepton burning simulation, no lepton 
number diffusionnumber diffusion

Diffusion is dominated by Diffusion is dominated by 
scattering of non-degenenerate scattering of non-degenenerate 
neutrinos off degenerate quarksneutrinos off degenerate quarks

Steiner et al 2001



  

Reddy et al 2003Reddy et al 2003

Expected smaller cooling Expected smaller cooling 
times with respect to hot times with respect to hot 
neutron starsneutron stars



  

Luminosity Luminosity 
curves similar to curves similar to 
the protoneutron the protoneutron 
stars neutrino stars neutrino 
luminosities. luminosities. 
Possible Possible 
corrections due to corrections due to 
lepton number lepton number 
conservation... conservation... 

Phenomenology I: such a neutrino Phenomenology I: such a neutrino 
signal could be detected for events signal could be detected for events 
occurring in our galaxy (possible occurring in our galaxy (possible 
strong neutrino signal lacking the strong neutrino signal lacking the 
optical counterpart if the conversion optical counterpart if the conversion 
is delayed wrt the SN)is delayed wrt the SN)

Phenomenology II: connection with Phenomenology II: connection with 
double GRBs within the protomagnetar double GRBs within the protomagnetar 
modelmodel



  

Are all compact stars strange?: Are all compact stars strange?: 
Merger of strange starsMerger of strange stars

   MIT60: 8 10MIT60: 8 10-5-5  MMsunsun, MIT80 no , MIT80 no 
ejecta. By assuming a ejecta. By assuming a 

galactic merger rate of 10galactic merger rate of 10-4(--4(-

5) 5) /year, mass ejected: 10/year, mass ejected: 10 -8(-9) -8(-9) 

MMsunsun/year. Constraints on the /year. Constraints on the 
strangelets flux (for AMS02)strangelets flux (for AMS02)

A. Bauswein et al PRL  (2009)A. Bauswein et al PRL  (2009)

Prompt collapse: in our scenario Prompt collapse: in our scenario 
quark stars have masses larger quark stars have masses larger 
than than ∼∼  1.5 M 1.5 M

sunsun, no strangelets , no strangelets 

emitted.emitted.



  

Hyperons in compact starsHyperons in compact stars
Few experimental  Few experimental  
data from data from 
hypernuclei: potential hypernuclei: potential 
depths of depths of ΛΛ , ,   ΣΣ , , ΞΞ   
allow to fix three allow to fix three 
parameters (usually parameters (usually 
the coupling with a the coupling with a 
scalar meson).scalar meson).

Within  RMF:Within  RMF:  

(see Weissenborn, Chatterjee, Schaffner-Bielich 2012)(see Weissenborn, Chatterjee, Schaffner-Bielich 2012)

Additional Additional 
YY YY 
interactioninteraction

Couplings with Couplings with 
vector mesons vector mesons 
from flavor from flavor 
symmetrysymmetry



  

This allows to constrain This allows to constrain 
the free parameters the free parameters 
within the RMF model. within the RMF model. 
Notice: Notice: coupling with coupling with ωω   
mesons suppressed wrt mesons suppressed wrt 
the coupling with the the coupling with the σσ   
mesonmeson. The . The 
coupling(ratio) with the coupling(ratio) with the ρρ   
meson fixed to 1.  meson fixed to 1.    

Implications for compact stars ?Implications for compact stars ?



  

Particle's fractionsParticle's fractions

Beta stable matter Beta stable matter 
(equilibrium with (equilibrium with 
respect to weak respect to weak 
interaction+charge interaction+charge 
neutrality): large neutrality): large 
isospin asymmetry and isospin asymmetry and 
large strangeness , very large strangeness , very 
different from the different from the 
nuclear matter nuclear matter 
produced in heavy ions produced in heavy ions 
collisionscollisions

Notice: hyperons appear at 2-3 Notice: hyperons appear at 2-3 
times saturation densitytimes saturation density



  

The appearance of The appearance of 
hyperons sizably hyperons sizably 
softens the softens the 
equation of state: equation of state: 
reduced maximum reduced maximum 
massmass

Introducing the Introducing the φφ   
meson to obtain meson to obtain 
YY repulsion YY repulsion 
allows to be allows to be 
marginally marginally 
consistent with the consistent with the 
astrophysical data.astrophysical data. … … but: but: σσ ∗∗   (to be interpreted as the (to be interpreted as the 

f0(980)) has not been included. f0(980)) has not been included. 
Introducing this additional interaction Introducing this additional interaction 
would again reduce the maximum masswould again reduce the maximum mass



  

What about What about ∆∆ ??

(Schurhoff, Dexheimer, Schramm 2010)(Schurhoff, Dexheimer, Schramm 2010)

Similar effects: softening Similar effects: softening 
of the equation of state. of the equation of state. 
Just  small changes of the Just  small changes of the 
couplings with vector couplings with vector 
mesons sizably decrease mesons sizably decrease 
the maximum mass the maximum mass 

Here only Here only ∆∆ are included are included

Notice: very small radiiNotice: very small radii

Some constraints on the couplings with Some constraints on the couplings with 
mesons from nuclear  matter properties mesons from nuclear  matter properties 
and QCD sum rulesand QCD sum rules



  

This allows to constrain This allows to constrain 
the free parameters the free parameters 
within the RMF model. within the RMF model. 
Notice: Notice: coupling with coupling with ωω   
mesons suppressed wrt mesons suppressed wrt 
the coupling with the the coupling with the σσ   
mesonmeson. The . The 
coupling(ratio) with the coupling(ratio) with the ρρ   
meson fixed to 1.  meson fixed to 1.    

Implications for compact stars ?Implications for compact stars ?



  

Do we have any experimental/theoretical information on Do we have any experimental/theoretical information on xxωω∆∆ & x & xσσ∆ ?∆ ?    

Electron, pion scattering Electron, pion scattering 
photoabsorption on nuclei photoabsorption on nuclei 
(O'Connel et al 1990, (O'Connel et al 1990, 
Wehrberger et al1989... ). Wehrberger et al1989... ). 
Indications of a Indications of a ∆∆  potential  potential 
in the nuclear medium in the nuclear medium 
deeper than the nucleon deeper than the nucleon 
potential. Several potential. Several 
phenomenological and phenomenological and 
theoretical analyses lead to theoretical analyses lead to 
similar conclusions.similar conclusions.

Wehrberger et al1989Wehrberger et al1989

Phenomenological potentials:Phenomenological potentials:

O'Connel et al 1990,O'Connel et al 1990,
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